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QUESTION 1

Which two relationship queries use the proper syntax? Choose 2 answers 

A. SELECT Name, (SELECT LastName FROM Contacts__r) FROM Account 

B. SELECT Name, (SELECT LastName FROM Contacts) FROM Account 

C. SELECT Id, Name, Account __r.Name FROM Contact WHERE Account r.Industry = \\'Media\\' 

D. SELECT Id, Name, Account.Name FROM Contact WHERE Account.Industry = \\'Media\\' 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer wrote a test class that successfully asserts a trigger on Account. It fires and updates data correctly in a
sandbox environment. A salesforce admin with a custom profile attempts to deploy this trigger via a change set into the 

production environment, but the test class fails with an insufficient privileges error. 

What should a developer do to fix the problem? 

A. Add system.runAd ( ) to the best class to execute the trigger as a user with the correct object permissions. 

B. Configure the production environment to enable `\\'Run All tests as Admin User.\\'\\' 

C. Verify that Test, statement ( ) is not inside a For loop in the test class. 

D. Add seeAllData=true to the test class to work within the sharing model for the production environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What are three benefits of using declarative customizations over code? Choose 3 answers 

A. Declarative customizations generally require less maintenance. 

B. Declarative customizations do not require user testing. 

C. Declarative customizations cannot generate run time errors. 

D. Declarative customizations will automatically update with each Salesforce release. 

E. Declarative customizations are not subject to governor limits. 

Correct Answer: BDE 
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QUESTION 4

Which three actions must be completed in a Lightning web component for a JavaScript file in a static resource to be
loaded? (Choose three.) 

A. Call loadScript. 

B. Append the static resource to the DOM. 

C. Import a method from the platformResourceLoader. 

D. Import the static resource. 

E. Reference the static resource in a tag. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://newstechnologystuff.com/2019/03/16/use-static-resource-in-lightning-web-component/ 

 

QUESTION 5

In an organization that has multi-currency enabled, a developer is tasked with building a Lighting Component that
displays the top ten Opportunities most recently access by the logged in user. The developer must ensure the Amount
and 

LastModifiedDate field values are displayed according to the user\\'s locale. 

What is the most effective approach to ensure values displayed respect the users locale settings? 

A. Use the FOR VIEW clause in the SOQL Query. 

B. Use REGEX expressions to format the values retrieved via SOQL. 

C. Use the FORMAT() function in the SOQL query. 

D. Use a wrapper class to format the values retrieved via SOQL. 

Correct Answer: A 
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